Successive order scattering transport approximation for laser light propagation in whole blood medium.
An analytical solution method of the radiative transport equation, describing light scattering distribution in whole blood, is derived by applying successive order scattering approximation and transport approximation. By separating coherent components of scattered fluxes, the transport equation can be represented in terms of each order scattering flux, and the equations for each order scattering flux have a simplified integration term of scattering contribution that usually makes the solution complicated or even impossible. Also, actual phase function can be used for calculation of angular dependent scattering distribution that is approximated by the sum of the zeroth- and first-order Legendre polynomial in diffusion theory, or the sum of isotropic and coherent components in transport approximation. The method is then used to calculate reflectance from a half-space blood medium. It is found that first-order scattering flux alone produces a good agreement with experimental data and higher-order scattering fluxes are negligible in whole blood.